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The usage of advanced high strength steels (AHSS) presents important
advantages in the reduction of the car body weight. However, these steels exhibit
high springback behavior and causes to several problems in the manufacturing.
Therefore, the prediction of the springback for AHSS is an important engineering
task. In this study, the effect of numerical parameters in finite element through
thickness modelling for springback prediction was investigated. U-draw bending
process of transformation-induced plasticity-TWIP980 steel was performed as
benchmark study. In the study, both shell and solid elements were taken into
account. Number of integration points for shell elements and number of
elements along the thickness direction for solid elements were evaluated. As a
result, 5 integration points were determined as optimum value for shell elements
however similar predictions results were obtained between the shell and solid
elements.
© 2022 MIM Research Group. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Springback can be defined as deviation from the designed target shape after removal of the
load. This phenomenon causes to difficulties in the subsequent manufacturing processes
and assembly of the parts [1]. Accurate prediction of springback by finite element analysis
(FEA) is a complicated task since numerous numerical and process parameters have effect
on the prediction accuracy of springback. An accurate finite element modeling of a
stamping process eliminates time-consuming stages especially at die compensation
procedure [2-4]. From this perspective, finite element modelling stages must be well
defined and optimized by means of accuracy and solution time. A great number of
calculation parameters in finite element simulations effects the accuracy and the solution
time of the simulation [5, 6]. Mesh design of the geometries and plasticity modeling steps
dominates the accuracy of the simulations [7-9]. Mesh design generally includes element
type, element number, and number of integration points (for shell elements). In the
literature, Lee and Yang [10] investigated the effect of contact damping, penalty
parameters, mesh size in the blank, number of elements on tool corners and punch velocity
on springback prediction. They performed finite element (FE) simulations of U bending
process with different values of the mentioned numerical parameters and determined that
mesh size in the blank and number of elements on tool corners are the most important
factors influencing springback prediction. Xu et al. [11] studied the effect of nodal damping
value, number of integration point, mesh size in the blank and punch velocity on
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springback prediction of U bending process and determined the optimum values of the
numerical parameters. Chen et al. [12] performed finite element (FE) simulations of slitring cup and three automotive parts, namely fender load beam, a rail and a cross member
in dynamic-explicit finite FE program Ls-Dyna. They studied the effect of mass scaling,
contact method and material model on springback prediction. Authors determined that
accuracy of springback prediction is improved by using selective mass scaling, smooth
contact method and Yoshida-Uemori [13] nonlinear isotropic-kinematic hardening model.
Yao et al. [14] investigated the effect of loading curve, mesh size, number of through
thickness integration points and mass scaling factor. They determined that the decreasing
of punch velocity, increasing of adaptivity level and number of integration points improve
the springback prediction accuracy. Trzepiecinski and Lemu [15] researched the influence
of a number of integration points, integration rule, the orientation of the blank and friction
coefficient on the amount of springback in V bending process. From the numerical results,
they determined that minimum five elements through the thickness direction for Gauss’s
integration rule are required to obtain compatible results, while similar results were
obtained both Gauss and Simpson rules with seven or nine integration points. A
comprehensive study was carried out by Firat et al. [16]. They investigated the effects of
both numerical and process parameters on the springback prediction accuracy of U
bending and an engine suspension bracket. The effects of element size and punch speed
from numerical parameters and blank holder force (BHF), draw bead penetration and
friction coefficient from process parameters were evaluated in their study. The
interactions between the parameters and their effects on the springback and thinning
behavior were determined by multi-linear regression and the optimum parameters were
presented. Esener et al. [17] performed a sensitivity analysis for stamping process of a roof
stiffener part manufactured from dual phase-DP600 steel and determined optimum
numerical and process parameters which minimize the amount of springback. They
investigated number of integration points through the thickness direction, shell element
formulation, friction coefficient and BHF values and found the optimum parameters by
using meta-model-based design of experiment.
As it seen from the literature studies, the effect of integration points through thickness was
evaluated by several researchers in the past [10, 11, 14, 15]. However, comparisons were
generally restricted to only the performance of the mesh sizes. The solution times were
mostly ignored for the determination of the optimum mesh size. This study investigated
the effect of the mesh size on spring-back prediction in terms of prediction performance
and solution times. Moreover, an implicit solver was utilized in this work which is rare
because explicit solvers have been preferred extensively for spring-back prediction due to
the lower solution times.
On the contrary, implicit solvers have to calculate the stiffness matrix at all increments of
the simulation, which increases the solution time. Therefore, implicit solvers provide
consistent results for applications of plasticity. In addition, this study focuses on the effect
of an anisotropic yield criterion on spring-back prediction. Although the influence of
kinematic hardening is well known [13], the influence of the anisotropic yield criterion on
spring-back prediction was not extensively investigated.
It can be seen that there is numerous studies that models the blank geometry using shell
and solid elements. However, investigation of solid element number trough the material
thickness and number of integration points in shell elements for springback predictions is
a challenge for process engineers. For this reason, presented study focused on finite
element through thickness modelling for springback prediction. In this study, springback
of TWIP980 sheet from advanced high strength steel (AHSS) was investigated by
considering anisotropic plasticity model. U-draw bending process was performed and this
process evaluated by using solid and shell elements with different trough thickness
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modeling parameters. Finite element (FE) analyses were performed with a commercial
implicit FE code and the predicted results were compared with experimental results.
2. Material and Method
In this study, U-draw bending process from the Numisheet93 benchmark is performed. Die
tool geometries can be seen in Fig. 1. TWIP980 steel was used as material. TWIP steels
consist of high manganese content and therefore it is fully austenitic at ambient
temperature. The plastic deformation of this steel is carried out by both twinning and
dislocation slip mechanisms [18]. Mechanical properties of the material can be seen in
Table 1.

Fig. 1 Tool dimensions for U-draw bending [20]
Table 1. Mechanical properties of TWIP980 steel [20]
Angle (0)
00
450
900

Young modulus (MPa)
207000

Yield Stress (MPa)
941.1
896.9
938.8

r-value
0.678
1.147
1.279

According to the additive plasticity approach, strain increment can be decomposed into
the elastic and plastic components, as seen in Eq. (1).
𝑝

𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑒 + 𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗

(1)

Cauchy stress tensor components can be decomposed into deviatoric and hydrostatic
parts.
𝑑𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑑𝜎𝑚 𝐼

(2)

The deviatoric part is responsible for the shape-changing, while the hydrostatic part is
responsible for the volume change. σm and I represent the mean stress and Kronecker
delta, respectively. Eq. (3) establish a correlation between the elastic strain component and
the deviatoric stress components.
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 2𝐺𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑒

(3)

Ultimately, the yield criterion separating the elastic and plastic regions from each other in
stress space can be expressed by Eq. (4).
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𝑝

(4)

𝑓(σij ) = 𝜎𝑒𝑞𝑣 (σij ) − 𝜎0 (𝜀𝑖𝑗 ) = 0

In this study, initial anisotropy of the material was defined with orthotropic quadratic
Hill48 yield criterion [21] and the relationship between the plastic strain increments and
stresses was defined with associated flow rule. The criterion has six coefficients for threedimensional stress state and it could be written as follows:
𝑓(𝜎𝑖𝑗 ) = {(𝐹(𝜎22 − 𝜎33 )2 + 𝐺(𝜎33 − 𝜎11 )2 + 𝐻(𝜎11 − 𝜎22 )2 + 2𝐿𝜎23 2 +
1
2𝑀𝜎13 2 + 2𝑁𝜎12 2 } ⁄2

(5)

where F, G, H, L, M and N are constants which define anisotropy. In this study, Lankford
based identification was considered and F, G, H and N were determined by following
equations. The remaining coefficients L and M were used as 1.5 due to neglecting of
anisotropy along thickness direction.
𝑟0

𝐹=

,

𝑟90 (1+𝑟0 )

𝐺=

1
1+𝑟0

, 𝐻=

𝑟0
1+𝑟0

,

𝑁=

(𝑟0 +𝑟90 )(1+2𝑟45 )

(6)

2𝑟90 (1+𝑟0 )

r0, r45 and r90 denote Lankford coefficients along the three main directions. Hill48 plasticity
model coefficients were given in Table 2 for TWIP980 steel. Prediction performance of the
Hill48 model was evaluated with directionality estimations for TWIP980 steel. Fig. 2
illustrates the r value, the yield stress ratio and the yield surface predictions of Hill48
plasticity model for TWIP980 steel.
Table 2. Hill48 coefficients of TWIP980
F

G

H

L

M

N

0.316

0.596

0.404

1.5

1.5

1.502

The experimental r values were accurately captured as expected (Fig. 1a). Nevertheless,
some deviations were seen between the analytical yield ratio predictions and the
experimental ones (Fig 1b). The associated flow rule (AFR) was employed to establish a
relation between the Cauchy stress components and plastic strain components, and the
AFR is given in Eq. (7).
𝑝

d𝜀𝑖𝑗 = dλ

df
dσij

(7)

In the equation above, dλ is the proportionality factor. In the study, isotropic hardening
assumption and was considered and hardening of the material was defined with Swift
hardening law. The hardening parameters are given in Table 3 and the Swift law was given
in Eq. (8).

σ = K(ε0 + εp )n

(8)

Table 3. Swift model parameters of TWIP980 [20]
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K(MPa)

𝜀0

n

2349.9

0.167

0.502
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1.2

Yield stress ratio

1.4

r value

1.2
1
Experiment
Hill48

0.8
0.6
0

15

30 45 60 75
Angle (degree)

Experiment
Hill48

1.1
1
0.9
0.8

90

0

15

30 45 60 75
Angle (degree)

(a)

90

(b)

Normalized stress along TD

1.5
1
0.5
-1.5

-1

0
-0.5
0
-0.5

0.5

1

1.5

-1
-1.5
Normalized stress along RD
(c)

Fig. 2 (a) r value, (b) yield stress ratio, (c) yield surface predictions of the Hill48
criterion for TWIP980 steel
3. Application Study
In this study, U-draw bending process was modeled with implicit FE code Marc [21]. Blank
part was modeled as deformable body, while other die tools were modeled as rigid body.
Control nodes were assigned for punch and blank holder so as to apply the necessary
boundary conditions. In simulations, two element types were considered, and blank was
separately meshed with shell and solid elements. Bilinear, four-node fully integrated shell
elements, including transverse shear effects, were adopted for shell element formulation.
On the other hand, fully integrated hexahedral constant dilatational elements were used
for solid element formulation. Both elements are free from shear locking [21, 22]. In the
first case, 1, 2, 3, and 4 solid elements were used through the thickness and in the second
case shell elements with 3, 5, 7 and 9 integration points were evaluated. For both element
type, half of the geometry was modelled due to symmetry conditions. The Coulomb bilinear
friction model was employed, and the friction coefficient between the blank and the tools
was assumed to be 0.13 [20]. Node to segment contact algorithm coupled with penalty
factor was utilized to eliminate the penetration. The FE model of the process was shown in
Fig 3. In the FE model, blank holder force was assigned as 10 kN, 25 kN, and 50 kN
separately and the punch displacement was performed as 70 mm.
Cross section of the deformed geometry was investigated following FE analyses, and three
parameters were taken into account for springback measurement recommended in the
literature studies that used U-draw bending [23, 24]. θ1 and θ2 angles and the sidewall
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radius (ρ) can be seen in Fig. 4. θ1, θ2 and ρ parameters were predicted for each FE analysis
and the results were compared with experiments obtained in Numisheet93 benchmark.
The comparison between the numerical and experimental results for shell and solid
elements were shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.

Fig. 3 FE model of U-draw bending

Fig. 4 Springback parameters in U-draw bending process

Fig. 5 Comparison results for shell elements with different integration point numbers
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Fig. 6 Comparison results for different number of solid elements that used trough the
thickness
It can be seen from the figures, for shell elements, no significant differences were observed
between the predicted and experimental springback angles (θ1–θ2) when the more than
5 integration points were used. However, minor differences were observed for sidewall
radius. When it comes to solid elements, it was observed that increasing of the number of
elements in thickness direction has not an important effect on the prediction accuracy of
springback for U-draw bending process. The solution times of different element numbers
and integration points through-thickness directions were also compared, and Table 4
shows the CPU solution times.
Table 4. CPU solution times
Solid

Element Number

1

2

3

4

Solution Time (s)

6424.86

11106.77

11805.89

13856.98

Iteration (Cycle)

2816

2694

2367

2135

3

5

7

9

Solution Time (s)

6564.08

4149.25

5418.34

10902.21

Iteration (Cycle)

2818

1865

2016

2132

NIP
Shell

It was observed that higher solution times were obtained for the simulations with the solid
element formulation. In addition, the solution times increase with the increase in throughthickness element number or NIP. However, for the results obtained by the 3 NIP in
thickness, the solution time was increased. It may be a consequence that the models have
difficulty converging because the total iteration number of 3 NIP was considerably higher
than the others. Correspondingly, an increase in the NIP through-thickness may lead to an
improvement in the convergence performance. Moreover, for shell element formulation,
after the 3 NIP iteration numbers suddenly decreased and from 5 NIP to 9 NIP, iteration
numbers increased.
The equal number of integration layers in thickness was considered to properly compare
the performances of shell element and solid element formulations. From this point of view,
the FE models with 2 elements in thickness for solid and 5 NIP through-thickness for shell
element formulations were selected for further studies. In order to evaluate the
performance of the Hill48 criterion on the spring-back prediction, U draw bending
simulations were carried out for BHF 10 kN and 25 kN as well. The results were compared
with the experimental results and literature studies [20]. Fig 7 demonstrates the numerical
and experimental spring back outcomes for 10 kN, 25 kN, and 50 kN BHF.
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Angle (degree), Sidewall radius
(mm)

BHF 10 kN
140
Experiment

120

Mises (ref)

Hill48 (solid)

Hill48 (shell)

100
80

60
40
20
0
θ1

θ2

ρ

(a)

BHF 25 kN
Angle (degree), Sidewall radius
(mm)

140

Experiment

Mises (ref)

Hill48 (solid)

Hill48 (shell)

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
θ1

θ2

ρ

(b)

BHF 50 kN
Angle (degree), Sidewall radius
(mm)

150

Experiment

Mises (ref)

Hill48 (solid)

Hill48 (shell)

100

50

0
θ1

θ2

ρ

(c)
Fig. 7 Springback parameters for a) BHF = 10 kN, b) BHF = 25 kN, c) BHF = 50 kN
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The von Mises results were taken from the Ref. [20]. Hill48 results obtained by solid and
shell element formulations were compared with the reference Mises results and
experimental results simultaneously. For all BHF values, Mises overpredicted the θ 1 while
underpredicted the θ2 and ρ. On the other hand, Hill48 results for both element
formulations improved prediction performance and better agreed with the experimental
results for all spring back parameters. However, a slight difference between both element
formulations of Hill48 was observed. Shell element formulation was found to be more
suitable and practical for spring-back prediction when considering the CPU solution times.
4. Conclusions
In this study, the effect of FE parameters on the prediction accuracy of the springback was
investigated. U-draw bending process was selected as benchmark study and springback of
TRIP980 sheet from AHSS was predicted with implicit FE code Marc. Element type, NIP,
the number of elements in thickness direction were taken as variables and FE analyses
were performed with different numerical parameters and different BHF values. Two
angles between the sidewall and the deformed profile and also sidewall radius was
selected as springback measurement. The predicted results from FE analyses were
compared with experimental results and numerical results obtained from the literature
study. The conclusions are as follows.
•

It was found from the comparisons that increasing of NIP has no significant effect
on the springback angle predictions. However, only minor differences were
observed in sidewall radius predictions.

•

It was determined that the usage of 5 integration points through the thickness
direction was adequate for shell elements. When comparing the CPU solution
times, the model with 5 NIP was found to be lower than the others. This situation
is attributed to the improved convergence performance.

•

Significant differences between the predictions were not observed when the
number of elements in thickness direction increased for solid elements. When the
solution times were regarded, a noticeable difference was not observed for
different element numbers through the thickness.

•

Simulations were repeated for different BHF values using solid, and shell element
formulations utilizing the models with the optimum element numbers and NIP
through the thickness. The models with 2 elements and 5 NIP through-thickness
for solid and shell element formulations were selected for these analyses.
Numerical results were compared with the experimental results and reference
isotropic criterion results. The prediction accuracy was enhanced for both
element formulations when the Hill48 criterion was employed.

•

A noticeable difference was not observed between the solid and shell element
formulations in terms of predicted spring back angles and sidewall radius.
However, shell element formulation was found to be more practical and suitable
for spring-back prediction in terms of CPU solution times.
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